Concluding Observations
niraculous power. They acquired the secret and choosing a
noment when the rival business nations of Europe were about to
all upon each other, invaded China which had refused to join the
jrand emprise, and, when those nations did fall upon each other,
extended the crusade to their Asian trade preserves. At the time of
vriting, May 1942, they have acquired all the French and Dutch
)ossessions and have prosecuted their assault upon those of the
British with such success that Malaya and Burma are theirs, as
veil as great islands belonging to Britain's collateral, America.
This very month they entered Mandalay and the ownership of the
Vlahamuni has passed to them. But as they have taken a path
>pposite to the true Buddhist path, that symbol has no meaning.
And here is the paradox. Europe at the back of its mind has
ilways had the same vision as the true Buddhists of a universal
;tate founded upon charity and compassion, and of a universal
Saviour. After the Portuguese had tried and failed to realize.it, it
vas overlaid with temporal ambitions. Adam Smith's Wealth of
Nations became a more important book than the New Testament,
Gaore exciting than the vision of the saints. But the appalling
situation in which England was placed in the summer of 1940
shocked her to the foundations of her being. She began to dream
igain the ancient European dream, and other states followed her
example. This deep change was brought about, not only by her
)wn peril but by her confrontation with the opposite world-dream
In Europe. Hitler's dream was to create a world polity, but that
polity to be founded on ruthlessness, not compassion $ on in-
equality, not fairness 5 on selfishness, not charity $ on madness, not
reason. So horrific an apparition could only be laid by its beatific
opposite. To have sought to banish it by talk of dividends and a
business paradise would have been as useless as for Christian to
have tried to brush past Apollyon by wishing him good day.
So the stage is set, the old Christian vision against its opposite^
and the old Buddhist vision degraded and harnessed to the oppo-
site of the Christian, and so to its own opposite. With the fall of
the opposite of the one, falls the opposite of the other. With the
destruction of the protagonists of the opposites, the German and
the Japanese, both the visions triumph and, as they are identical,
they coalesce in a world system which, partaking of both, is
stronger than either, better founded, more enduring, more reason-
able, more free,
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